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Overview

Quantiﬁcation of uncertainty is mostly done by the use of precise probabilities: for each event A,
a single (classical, precise) probability P (A) is used, typically satisfying Kolmogorov’s axioms [4].
Whilst this has been very successful in many applications, it has long been recognized to have
severe limitations. Classical probability requires a very high level of precision and consistency of
information, and thus it is often too restrictive to cope carefully with the multi-dimensional nature
of uncertainty. Perhaps the most straightforward restriction is that the quality of underlying
knowledge cannot be adequately represented using a single probability measure. An increasingly
popular and successful generalization is available through the use of lower and upper probabilities,
denoted by P (A) and P (A) respectively, with 0 ≤ P (A) ≤ P (A) ≤ 1, or, more generally, by
lower and upper expectations (previsions) [33, 36, 41]. The special case with P (A) = P (A) for all
events A provides precise probability, whilst P (A) = 0 and P (A) = 1 represents complete lack of
knowledge about A, with a ﬂexible continuum in between. Some approaches, summarized under
the name nonadditive probabilities [18], directly use one of these set-functions, assuming the other
one to be naturally deﬁned such that P (Ac ) = 1 − P (A) , with Ac the complement of A. Other
related concepts understand the corresponding intervals [P (A), P (A)] for all events as the basic
entity [38, 39]. Informally, P (A) can be interpreted as reﬂecting the evidence certainly in favour of
event A, and 1 − P (A) as reﬂecting the evidence against A hence in favour of Ac .
The idea to use imprecise probability, and related concepts, is quite natural and has a long
history (see [22] for an extensive historical overview of nonadditive probabilities), and the ﬁrst
formal treatment dates back at least to the middle of the nineteenth century [9]. In the last twenty
years the theory has gathered strong momentum, initiated by comprehensive foundations put forward by Walley [36] (see [30] for a recent survey), who coined the term imprecise probability, by
Kuznetsov [27], and by Weichselberger [38, 39], who uses the term interval probability. Walley’s
theory extends the traditional subjective probability theory via buying and selling prices for gambles, whereas Weichselberger’s approach generalizes Kolmogorov’s axioms without imposing an
interpretation. Usually assumed consistency conditions relate imprecise probability assignments
to non-empty closed convex sets of classical probability distributions. Therefore, as a welcome
by-product, the theory also provides a formal framework for models used in frequentist robust
statistics [6] and robust Bayesian approaches [31]. Included are also concepts based on so-called
two-monotone [24] and totally monotone capacities, which have become very popular in artiﬁcial
intelligence under the name (Dempster-Shafer) belief functions [17, 32]. Moreover, there is a strong
connection [14] to Shafer and Vovk’s notion of game-theoretic probability [20].
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The term ‘imprecise probability’—although an unfortunate misnomer as lower and upper probability enable more accurate quantiﬁcation of uncertainty than precise probability—appears to
have been established over the last two decades, and actually brings together a variety of diﬀerent
theories. In applications, clear advantages over the established theory of precise probability have
been demonstrated (see Section 2). This justiﬁes the further development of imprecise probability,
particularly towards building a complete methodological framework for applications in statistics,
decision support, and related ﬁelds. Imprecise probability provides important new methods that
promise greater ﬂexibility for uncertainty quantiﬁcation. Its advantages include the possibility to
deal with conﬂicting evidence, to base inferences on weaker assumptions than needed for precise
probabilistic methods, and to allow for simpler and more realistic elicitation of subjective information, as imprecise probability does not require experts to represent their judgements through a full
probability distribution, which often does not reﬂect their beliefs appropriately.
The Society for Imprecise Probability: Theories and Applications (www.sipta.org) organises
conferences, workshops and summer schools, and provides useful introductory information sources
and contacts through its web-page.

2

Applications

The increased attention to imprecise probability during the last two decades has led to many new
methods for statistical inference and decision support, with applications in a wide variety of areas.

2.1

Imprecise Probabilities in Statistics and Decision Theory

Following Walley [36], many of the imprecise probability-based contributions to statistics follow
a generalized Bayesian approach, using a standard precise parametric sampling model with a set
of prior distributions. In particular, the use of models from the exponential family is popular
in conjunction with classes of conjugate priors. Walley’s Imprecise Dirichlet Model (IDM) for
inference in case of multinomial data [37] has attracted particular attention [8]. One successful
application area for the IDM is classiﬁcation [42], where the use of lower and upper probabilities
makes the learning process more stable and enables in a quite natural way an item to be explicitly
not classiﬁed into a unique category, indicating that no clear decision for a single category can be
made on the basis of the information available. In these models, updating to take new information
into account is eﬀectively done by updating all elements of the set of prior distributions as in
Bayesian statistics with precise prior distributions, leading to a set of posterior distributions which
forms the basis for inferences. From the technical perspective this procedure is therefore closely
related to robust Bayesian inference, but, by reporting the indeterminacy resulting from limited
information, use and interpretation of the resulting imprecise posterior goes far beyond a simple
sensitivity and robustness analysis.
Other approaches to statistical inference with imprecise probabilities have been developed,
which tend to move further away from the precise probabilistic approaches. Examples of such
approaches are Nonparametric Predictive Inference [11], generalizations of the frequentist approach,
see e.g. [3] for hypotheses testing and [21] for estimation, as well as several approaches based on
logical probability [26, 28, 40].
Imprecise probabilities have also proven their use in decision support [34], where, in tradition
of Ellsberg’s experiments [19], ambiguity (or non-stochastic uncertainty) plays a crucial role [23].
If only little information is available about a variable, then it is often more natural to refuse to
determine a unique optimal decision, when gains and losses depend on that variable. Imprecise
probability theory grasps this in a rigorous manner, resulting in a set of possibly optimal decisions,
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rather than providing only a single, seemingly arbitrarily chosen, optimal decision from this set.
Imprecise probability theory is especially useful in critical decision problems where gains and losses
heavily depend on variables which are not completely known, such as for instance in pollution
control [10] and medical diagnosis [43].

2.2

Further Applications

Recent collections of papers [5, 13, 16] give an impression of the huge variety of ﬁelds of potential application. In artiﬁcial intelligence, for example in pattern recognition [29] and information
fusion [7], uncertain expert knowledge can be represented more accurately by means of imprecise
probability. Because imprecise probability methods can process information without having to
add unjustiﬁed assumptions, they are of great importance in risk and safety evaluations, design
engineering [2] and reliability [12]. The ongoing intensive debate on bounded rationality makes
reliable decision theory based on imprecise probability particularly attractive in microeconomics
and in social choice theory. In ﬁnance, imprecise probability is gaining strong inﬂuence given its
very close connection to risk measures [1, 35]. Imprecise probability also yields deeper insight into
asset pricing [25]. The study of Markov chains with imprecise transition probabilities [15] is also
important for many areas of application.

3

Challenges

Imprecise probability and its applications in statistical inference and decision support oﬀer a wide
range of research challenges. On foundations, key aspects such as updating have not yet been
fully explored, and diﬀerent approaches have diﬀerent conditioning rules. The relation between
imprecision and information requires further study, and many of the most frequently used statistical methods (such as complex regression models) have not yet been fully generalized to deal with
imprecise probability. In cases where generalizations are easily found, it may be unclear which of
many possible approaches is most suitable. Of course, early developments of new theoretic frameworks tend to include illustrative applications to mostly text-book style problems. The next stage
required towards widely applicable methods involves upscaling, where in particular computational
aspects provide many challenges. Even methods such as simulation, mostly straightforward with
precise probabilities, become non-trivial with imprecise probabilities.
For applications which require the use of subjective information, elicitation of expert judgements
is less demanding when lower and upper probabilities are used, but while practical aspects of
elicitation have been widely studied this has, thus far, only included very few studies involving
imprecise probabilities.
In decision making, algorithms to ﬁnd optimal solutions need to be improved and implemented
for large-scale applications. As many problems have a sequential nature, ways of representing
sequential solutions eﬃciently also need to be developed, the more so as classical techniques such
as backward induction and dynamic programming often cannot be extended directly.
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